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CHICAGO
Summer 1968.  Protestors and police clashed violently up and down Michigan Avenue and 
in Chicago’s parks and film on the evening news brought the conflict into millions of homes.  
Meanwhile, in the midst of the confrontations, onlookers chanted “The whole world is 
watching.”

No, Eagle is not bringing the 1968 Democratic Convention back to Chicago.  We are, however, 
returning to Chicago for this year’s annual meeting and Spring Conference.  Our conference 
this year reflects the ever-changing issues that continue to evolve in the claims arena but 
also the increased pressures brought to bear on claims professionals and defense counsel 
alike as the claims and defense process becomes increasingly transparent and visible.  Today, 
it seems as though what we do can be seen or discovered by everybody, both within our 
companies and law firms and by courts and claimants.  This conference will focus on the 
claims professional’s and defense counsel’s roles and new tricks of the trades in dealing with 
mediations, will address the heady impact of legalized and semi-legalized marijuana on existing 
law and lawsuits and will explore the not-too-distant future changes we’re likely to see in 
insurance, litigation, claims departments and law firms and the challenges those changes will 
pose for all of us.

“The Whole World is Watching” will also look at the availability of evidence across national 
borders.  In an era where commercial transactions, manufacturing, electronic data and people’s 
lives as a whole typically take place in many different countries, it is no longer unusual for claims 
we defend to involve evidence that is located outside the United States.  This conference, 
with the guidance of our international members, will explore the special processes and 
considerations that can facilitate obtaining and utilizing that evidence and teach us how we 
can better use the full range of available resources to successfully resolve claims.

Eagle’s Spring Conference promises to be an engaging and wild ride through interesting, 
important and challenging topics.  Your participation (and occasional chanting and protest of 
the non-violent variety) are most welcome.  Come be part of “The Whole World is Watching” .

Following the seminar, 
please join us for a cocktail reception and dinner

This Event is Complimentary

12PM – 5PM Seminar
5PM – 6PM Cocktail Reception

6PM – 8PM Dinner

Adjuster Continuing Education Credits are pending for Florida, Oklahoma and Texas
Legal Continuing Education Credits are pending for Illinois and Wisconsin

Eagle International Associates, Inc. is an international network of independent law firms, 
adjusters and claims related service providers throughout the United States and Europe.

The membership of Eagle International Associates, Inc. is committed to diversity and inclusion 
in all endeavors of the organization. A statement of Eagle’s diversity policy is set forth on our website at 

www.eagle-law.com. 

For more information, please contact Terri Napolitani at 
terri.napolitani@eagle-law.com or 702-221-1399
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